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TIME TRAVELLER 

Many centuries ago the magical hourglass of Father Time was 
broken by the evil Graf Von Schwarzherzen in his attempt to 
seize control over the Time Domain The delicate balance of 
time was disturbed and must now be restored' 

You wake up from a deep sleep and find yourself in the year 
1990, atone on a spaceship deep in Space You have no 
recollection of who you are or why you are there Gradually 
you must discover your 1denlily and destmy. then carry out 
the task for which fate has chosen you Your m1ss1on will take 
you both to the past and to the future You will have to utillse 
alt the latest technology and call upon all your reserves of 
stamina. patience and Ingenuity• 

Loading the program - Time Traveller loads as normal. just 
type SHIFTed AUN/STOP and lhe game will load and run 
itself automatically Tl me Traveller is a btg program. so you 'll 
have to wait over ten minutes for It 10 load! The title page will 
be displayed Just hit a key to get started, there will bea delay 
of a couple of seconds and then your teleprinter will star'! 
giving you the opening message From then on. you 're on 
your own! 
Input your commands via the keyboard There are a few one
letter commands. such as. 

N North 
E East 
U Up 
L Look 

s 
w 
D 
I 

And one word commands such as 
Quit - New - Examine - Help - Look 

South 
West 
Down 
Inventory 

When you are not moving around the locauons. most of the 
other commands you need will be two word commands 
These always lake the form VERB OBJECT such as LIGHT 
TORCH, or GET MANUAL The program has a very wide 
vocabulary. but If 11 doesn't understand a word 11 wilt tell you 
and you'll have to think of another way of expressing the 
command For your convenience. you can abbreviate any 
long words 10 lhe lirsl four lelters 

You can stop !he game at any 11me by giving !he command 
QUIT, or you can start a new game by giving lhe command 
NEW 
The Programs recorded on this casselte and the packaging 
are copyright. No reproduction of these Programs or 
packaging Is permitted without approval of Audlogenic Ltd. 

Manufactured and Distributed in the United Kingdom by 
AUDIOGENIC LTD., PO BOX 88, READING, BERKS. 



TIME TRAVELLER · ADVENTURE IN TIME AND SPACE WITH GRAPHICS, SPRITES, MUSIC AND SOUND! 

Many centuries ago the magical hourglass of Father Time was broken by the evil Graf Von Schwarzherzen 1n 
his attempl to seize control over the Time Domain The dehcate balance of time was disturbed and must now 
be restoredl 

You wake up from a deep sleep and find yourself'" the year 1990. alone on a spaceship deep m Space 
You have no recollect1on of who you are or why you are there Gradually you must discover your 

1dent1ty and destmy. then carry out the lask for which fate has chosen you You will have 
to ulil1se all the latest technology and call upon all your reserves of stamina, 

patience and ingenuity• 


